GNU/Linux Club
Terms of Service

1. Rights & Property

Members of GNU/Linux Club shall not post or repost content that infringes on the rights/property of other members in the community and/or in the fediverse.

2. Liability

Members release GNU/Linux club from any and all liability from any form of harm acquired from the community and/or other grievances perceived by the member or others.

3. Introductions are Required

Introductions are required for any account using GNU/Linux Club as their home server, for example @example:gnulinux.club, must provide an Introduction that includes their background and reason for using the GNU/Linux Club home server. This introduction must be posted within 24 hours or the account will be terminated.

4. At-Will Termination

GNU/Linux Club reserves the right to adhere to its
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Code of Conduct, Terms of Service, and/or to terminate any member at will.

5. Invalid Account Response

GNU/Linux Club reserves the right to remove inactive, spam, and/or bot accounts without warning and without the possibility to restore them.

6. Inquiries

All decisions on termination are made by the GNU/Linux Admin Team. Serious inquirers, those with concerns, questions, etc., should tag @admin:gnulinux.club in the GNU/Linux Public GLUG.
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